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Guidance on Carrying Out a Fire Drill – Educational
This guidance is designed for anyone arranging and carrying out fire drills in Educational
Premises. To comply with the current legal requirements, formal fire drills should be carried
out every term, or in line with the premises fire risk assessment and policies.
Organising a fire drill is quite straightforward but, still needs a little planning to make it
effective.
The guidance below describes what to do plus the issues that need to be considered as part
of arranging and carrying out your fire drill.

What are the objectives / benefits?
A formal fire drill acts as a learning experience for all those involved:
Organisers and those with a responsibility for fire safety in a building can assess the
effectiveness of their fire safety management procedures including:
•

Use and effectiveness of fire wardens plus the control of the evacuation and assembly
area;

•

Effectiveness of the alarm investigation team

•

Effectiveness of communications with and support from Security and Maintenance;

•

Suitability of procedures for evacuating those people who are unable to escape
without assistance (personal emergency evacuation plans or PEEPs)

•

It is an opportunity to get building occupants familiar with the alternative escape
routes from buildings, rather than falling back on the normal way into and out of the
building;

•

Students and other building occupants will learn the sound of the fire alarm and how
to respond to it

•

Students and other building occupants will learn to use alternative escape routes and
how to get from the final exits to the fire assembly area

•

Students and other building occupants will be familiar with who and how to report
problems or hazards in relation to the building or people

Who arranges a fire drill?
•

In academic and support buildings it will be the person who has control of the premises

•

e.g. Head Teacher, Bursar, Lodge Staff or Security in their role as a Fire Response Team
Leader / Fire Coordinator, who can advise of the impact on research, experiments,
exams etc.

•

In student houses the drills will typically be lead by the Fire Response Team Leader as
named above or Facilities alongside the allocated Building Marshals / Wardens for the
houses

•

Halls fire drills for students / Staff the drills will typically be lead by the Fire Response
Team Leader as named above or Facilities alongside the allocated Building Marshals /
Wardens for the houses

When should a fire drill take place?
The first fire drill of the academic year should take place at the start of the autumn term,
soon after students arrive, ideally at a time when the building is fully occupied. There should
be a fire drill every term. There is no benefit in holding a fire drill when a building is empty or
lightly occupied as it is a learning exercise. You need to know what goes wrong as well as
what works well.

What to do before the fire drill
Having decided when it will be, the organiser needs to:
•

Contact the facilities or maintenance persons to advise of the drill if there is a need to
isolate certain services that would otherwise shut down when the fire alarm sounds.

•

On the day of the drill, contact any automatic response service or alarm receiving centre
that your fire alarm is connected to, and advise them when the drill will take place. This
will prevent an automatic unwanted call to the local Fire Service and prevent an
unwanted visit!

•

There is no need to contact the Fire Brigade to make them aware.

•

Ready the Fire Log Book for recording the drill

•

Arrange a feedback time soon after the drill for all Fire Marshals and Response Team
members to attend a debriefing. It would be useful to have a copy of the written
procedures for all the attendees for information and review.

•

What to implement during the fire drill:

•

Consider setting off the alarm from a manual call point rather than using the alarm
panel. Doing it this way means alarm investigation teams can put their training into
practice.

•

Consider closing off one escape route each drill, especially the main way in and out. This
encourages people to use the alternative escape routes. You could use disposable tape
or a sign on the door or a fire warden to do this.

•

Be aware of anyone working or studying in the building that has a mobility issue that
would prevent them using the stairs to escape. It may be appropriate to discuss their
wishes in advance of the drill: they may want to take part and be assisted out of the
building using their agreed means of escape; they may want to go to the refuge and use
the communications system but not be taken out of the building. They could wait at the
refuge until the drill is over. If your building is part of a “complex” where it is possible to
carry out horizontal evacuation from one building to another, that option could be
practiced as part of the fire drill, if the affected person is in agreement.

•

Also consider anyone in the building with other forms of disability. For example, some
heart conditions could make using the stairs in a potentially stressful evacuation a risky
business. Do we want someone to take part if they could become ill as a result?
Obviously if there was a real fire they would need to leave the building along with
everyone else.

Should you tell people in advance?
Unless it is absolutely essential, building occupants, including fire wardens, should not be
forewarned of a drill. If they are, the drill will not be realistic. Exceptions to this must be
those situations where advance planning needs to be done to avoid unnecessary injury, loss
of research or animal life. Those buildings where such risks exist should already have suitable
procedures in place. Similarly, if there are large numbers of the public in a building, telling
fire wardens in advance of the drill will enable them to reassure the visitors and direct them
safely out of the building.

What to monitor during the drill
•

A record of the overall evacuation time will be needed to provide information for past
and present drills on improvements and to consider if the time was adequate to ensure
no risk to life. Average times are approximately 3 minutes, however these may be more
depending on the size and complexity of the building.

•

Check that those with specific roles carry them out effectively, e.g. fire wardens, alarm
investigators, porters, security officers; etc.

•

Are fire doors shut, are all escape routes clear?

•

Are all areas checked (swept) to ensure empty of occupants?

•

Does every one go to the assembly area or just mill around outside the front door?

•

Are all escape routes used or just the main entrance?

•

Are there people in the building who need assistance to evacuate? Did the procedure
work if they chose to take part in the drill?

•

Have those trained to operate evacuation chairs put the training into practice as part of
the drill? Did it work/do they need more practice?

•

Was information collated from the Fire Marshals and reported adequately to the Person
in Charge ready for further action and reporting to the Fire Service on their arrival?

What if people refuse to co-operate and remain in the building?
Except by prior arrangement and only in exceptional circumstances as outlined above,
everyone in a building must leave and go to the assembly area. This is not just your health
and safety procedures it is a requirement of fire safety legislation. Staff or students who
deliberately fail to comply without a valid reason can expect to be subjected to your internal
disciplinary procedure.

Ensure your staff are trained in their roles as Fire Marshals and contact Swan
Fire for an onsite cost effective dynamic course or send delegates offsite to
our wonderful parkland training venue at Egrove Park in Kennington, in
Oxfordshire.
We wish you every success in your future fire drills

